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plus the new campaign adds a randomly generated map editor so you can create your own maps to play in your custom campaigns. we didnt play too much with the editor, but you can create and save quite a few different map types, each of them with a set of different
resources and terrain types. some features work similar to the empire map editor, with a focus on types of terrain, but there are also some nice tweaks. since you can edit the map directly during a mission, you could easily use this to create a scenario for your custom
game. company of heroes 2s gameplay might be familiar from the command & conquer series, but it is a unique game with some great additions. developers dice made the transition to frostbite this year, and the result is a more complex game with a larger impact on
the level of detail than c&c generals. snow particles in the elements look great, and the game is certainly more massive than previous titles in this series. its also set in a smaller area than the original game, so it doesnt have much of a story mode. the expansion isnt

really that much of a rush; it adds a few new units and enemies, but its not much of a major step up from the base game. but its easy to pick up and play for a casual fan, and its nice to have the option to play as a new random captain at the start of each mission.
ardennes assault gave us a whole new universe for customizing our tanks and give us the choice to either go aggressive or defensive. tank crews of varying strengths and different damage thresholds are strung together to complete a mission.
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company of heroes has always held a special place in my heart, and its strong
asynchronous multiplayer mode made it one of the games that introduced a
generation to the wonders of real-time strategy. the standalone expansion,

ardennes assault commanders, promises to build on coh's already impressive
ai, and its single-player campaign looks like a good option for veterans of the
franchise. with steam workshop integration, company of heroes 2 feels like it
has the potential to be even more awesome than the original game. there are
some minor issues. model variations, as described earlier, are not always easy

to match. there are some pretty big issues with the ai. first and foremost is
the fact that the solo ai apparently does not understand that the game could
be won simply by destroying their initial forces. granted, it would have been

an unlikely win in the past, but it is probable now. second is the fact that once
the ai is composed of units (i.e. it is capable of winning a game), they do not
tend to do anything productive for the rest of the game. they tend to pretty

much sit around and attack me. in fact, so much so that i can usually get
them to run around a corner and then slap down a few tanks and infantry to

smother them. you'll also find yourself getting burned by some smart ai
tactics, like doing artillery when you can just drive past and launch it over the
next hill. there are some more significant issues as well. at least in my install,
what seems to happen is that the game occasionally crashes and refuses to

redraw certain tile types. unit animations, however, seem to be fine. i haven't
actually found a pattern to this crash, but it happens when units repeatedly
stack up outside of the deployment zone on some random turn in either the

solo or in multiplayer. then, you have the problem of the ai not winning,
again. that can be fixed by opening the ai window and force-unlocking a

single unit, then using that unlocked unit as a multiplier when deploying new
units. 5ec8ef588b
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